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THE distribution of the species A. gigchs Giles and A. Zitid~scxyi Giles in India 

is peculiar. Both species are restricted to high altitude?, the former species in 
particular practically never occurring below 5,000 Et. and being found up to 8,000 ft. 
or more. The two species are found throughout the whole length of the Himalayan 
Chain, the former also in t,he Khasia Hills in Assam a,nd on high ground in the Shari 
States in Upper Burma. Both species are also found in the mountains of South 

India, where these rise to the necessary altitude. The_ Khasia Hills and Upper 
Burmah highlands are comparatively near the Himalayas and the occurrence of 
the species in these localities requires no special explanation. The hills of South 

India on the other hand are separated from the nearest nort)hern highlands by at 
least 1,200 miles of country from which the species have not been recorded. This 
interval also has no land of sufficient altitude to make the occurrence of the species 
at all likely or to afford an explanation of the means by which they have passed 
from the Himalaya,s to South India or vice wersci. Under these circumstances one 

must presume that the species in the north and south respectively have been 

separated for a considerable period of time, t,he only reasonable explanation of 

their presence in the two places being that at some past period relatively arctic, or 
at least temperate, conditions must have preva,iled over the intervening area, i.e., 

over the whole Indian Peninsula. It seemed likely then that there would have 
been time for some specific or varietal peculiarities in the northern a.nd southern 
forms respectively t,o have declared themselves. In 1911 James who discovered 
A. gigas for the first time in the northern area considered that the absence of palpal 

banding distinguished A. gigas of Sout,h India from the species found by him in the 
north and he therefore called the latter A. simlensis. AS the collection of further 
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material shewed that the South Indian form also might, have banded palps, 1 
considered in my revision of the Indian Anophelines in 1916 that James’s species 
was not really distinct. However, I was over hasty in this respect. 

Feeling that it was extremely likely that some difference in the northern and 
southern form did occur, I have for some time made a point of collecting as much 

material as possible for study. With this material I have been able to satisfy 
myself that A. gigas does differ from A. simlensis though not to the ext,ent I think 
that would justify one in considering them two distinct species. The latter should 
therefore be considered a variety of the former in the sense of a true variety or 
sub-species. In the case of A. Zindesnyi, however, the two forms, northern and 
southern, appea,red identical until quite recently when I made a very thorough 
examination of my specimens and came to the conclusion that here also there was 
a difference sufficiently constant and definite to make the distinction of varietal 

rank desirable. 

A. gigas Giles (type form) occurs in the Nilgiris, Kodaikanal Hills, etc. The 
palps are either unbanded or with narrow bands of a yellowish or dirty white colour 
only. There are distinct fringe spots on hhe wing fringe at veins 3, 4.1, 4.2, and 5.1. 

It is unusual for a large pale spot or band to be present at the apex of the mid 
femur. The outer apical and sub-apical dark marks on the costa, which in ‘scar. 
simlensis are distinct, are in the type form usually more or less fused. The sixth 
vein also usually has a white scaled portion not seen in the northern variety. The 
larva has the outer clypeal hair somewhat branched. 

A. gigas var. simlensis James, occurs in the Himalayas from as far west as 

Kashmir to their eastern termination, in the Khasia Hills and in Upper Burma. 
The palps are narrowly banded with pure white. Fringe spots are absent or poorly 
developed and if present occur only at veins 3 and 4.1 or very rarely at 4.2. There 
is a large yellow spot or band at the apex of the mid femur and there are two dark 
areas on the apical half of the costa, both characteristics noted by James in his 

description of A. simlensis. The sixth vein also is usually without the white scaled 
portion seen in the southern form. The larva usually has the outer clypeal hair 

simple as described by James. 

A. gigas is also recorded from Ceylon, Java and Formosa. The Ceylon form 
(var. refutans Alcock) -is described as having the apex of the palps usually pale, 
a condition I have not found in any Indian specimen. The Java form as described 
by Swellengrebel is apparently like the South Indian form as regards the larva, 
the costal markings and the palps (?), and, in the main, the wing. The Formosan 
species is described as having the apex of the palps pale like the Ceylon form. A 
large number of specimens required to be examined to see whether each of these 
are again special varieties or belong to the northern or southern Indian forms 

respectively. 

A. Zindesnyi (type form) occurs throughout the length of the Hima,layas. It is 
characterised by the under surface of the hind femur being white from the base to, 

or nearly to, the white band on the femur. There is a. pale spot at the termination 
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of the third vein, which vein is mainly dark in the rest of its extent, and usually 
a pale spot at the termination of the lower branch of vein 4. 

The southern form (var. nilgiricus nov. var.) has the hind femur entirely dark 
except at the extreme base. There is no pale spot at the termination of vein 3, but 

this vein is usually pale for a considerable length distal to the dark spot near its 
origin. There is no spot at the termination of the lower branch of vein 4. In this 

form the knee spots are usually more conspicuous, the band on the femur tends to 
be somewhat narrower and the femur somewhat more swollen apically. The 
southern form is also somewhat more golden hued as against a more silvery 
effect in the northern form. These latter points are, however, only mentioned 
as a point of interest as they can scarcely be used in identification. 

A. pleccuu, a species near to A. Zindesayi described from Formosa by Koidzumi, 

has the wing similar to the northern or type form of A. Zindesayi. 
Two species A. asiaticus and A. annandalei have been described from wa.ter 

in bamboos and tree-holes respectively, the former from the Malay States, the latter 
from the Eastern Himalayas. The former species is also stated, possibly erroneously, 

to occur in Ceylon. I have recently obtained specimens of A. annandalei from 
tree holes in the Shillong Hills and Captain Barraud has very kindly given me 
specimens from the Eastern Himalayas collected by himself. The two species 
though at first sight very similar are clearly quite distinct. The larval characters 

of A. armandalei as described by Iyengar are entirely distinct from those of A. 
asiaticus as shewn by Strickland’s description and examination of skins very kindly 
presented to me by Dr. Hacker from the P. M. S. There are also differences in the 

wings other than in mere markings and in the genitalia. Specimens sent to me 

from Ceylon many years ago by Colonel S. P. James, I.M.S., the genitalia of which 
I have figured as those of A. asiaticus are really A. annandalei. A. asiaticus has 

therefore not yet been recorded from the Indian Empire. In this case A. annandalei 

occurs both in the northern and southern hill areas, i.e., Darjeeling, Assam and 
Ceylon and a more easterly form, A. asiaticus, has so-far been recorded only from 

the Ma1a.y States. 


